
Iliad Bookshop's April 2024 Newsletter (#87) 

Hi All!
 
Not much new to report here as we move from winter into spring (although it
doesn't feel much like that today, with an expected high of 55!). 
 
We are continuing to work on improving both our brick-and-mortar and online
stores. If you haven't checked out the website's "New Arrivals" area lately, take
a look - we're adding to it at least once a week, and including more photos. 
 
Hope you're staying healthy and well-read.
 
Dan, Lisa, Poul, Matt, Sean, and John (and Zeus and Apollo)

SOME OF OUR FAVORITE BOOKS

https://www.iliadbooks.com/shop/
https://www.iliadbooks.com/shop/


Kidnapped
by Robert Louis
Stevenson. First
edition, second state.
$300

Buy Now

Conan the Barbarian:
The Original Marvel
Years Omnibus Vol. 1

by Roy Thomas and
Barry WIndsor-Smith.
First edition hardback in
jacket. $300

Buy Now

Buch Der Cirurgia

by Hieronymus
Brunschwig. Limited
edition facsimile of a
1497 surgery manual.
$75

Buy Now

Images of Dignity:
the Drawings of
Charles White
 Hardback in jacket
 $75

The Book of Esther
By Arthur Szyk.
Hardback in jacket.
$125

Hollywood
Sketchbook: A
Century of Costume
Illustration
by Deborah Nadoolman
Landis. Hardback in
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Buy Now Buy Now
jacket. $100

Buy Now

The Price of Salt
by Patricia Highsmith
(as "Claire Morgan").
First mass market
paperback edition.
$100

Buy Now

Halloween
by Curtis Richards.
Fifth printing of the
mass market
paperback. $100

Buy Now

On the Track of the
Sasquatch
by John Green. Mass
market paperback. $25

Buy Now

EBAY
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Our eBay Store
Over at ebay, we've recently added a scarce edition of Little Women, some
Barack Obama Christmas cards, and a Wonder Woman action figure, so take a
look!

Visit Iliad's eBay store
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ZEUS AND APOLLO

Apollo is here to inspect every bag. 

We'd love to include your photos in our newsletter! Feel free to send to
info@iliadbooks.com , let us know that it's okay to use the photo, and we'll
include it in a future newsletter.
 

mailto:info@iliadbooks.com?subject=Cat%20pix!


If you need more photos/videos of Zeus and Apollo, or any of Iliad's past felines,
please visit our Pet Gallery. 

Iliad Bookshop
5400 Cahuenga Blvd., 91601, North Hollywood
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